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The NPAG is a part of the East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Welcome to the April issue of NPAG News. A really packed Edition! 
 
The roadmap out of Lockdown has been set and as at the time of 
writing, we appear to be on target for a degree normality to return 
over the next two and a bit months.   
 
At NPAG we shall, of course, be monitoring progress very carefully. 
For now, we will continue to operate virtually, but we can               
realistically start to plan for the return of face-to-face meetings and 
events later in the year.  Some groups are very keen to return to  
conventional meetings, mixed with virtual ones.   
 
Clearly, funding will be tighter for some time and it would good to 
hear your views on the mix of meeting styles that you would like to 
see. 
 
In the meantime, plans are now well-advanced for our first major 
Event on a virtual platform. The Waste Management and               
Sustainability Conference on 29 April will be jointly hosted with NHS 
England / NHS Improvement and is attracting a lot of interest from 
delegates and sponsors. There are details of some of our valued 
sponsors on Pages 5 and 6. 
 
In 2021, we have been looking at our national Best Value Groups and 
the changing roles of the Coordinator and the Facilitator.  We have 
all had to adapt and change to meet the demands of working in a     
virtual environment. This month we focus on the Facilitator’s role. 
 
Also in this edition of NPAG News you will find an update on the busy 
NPAG Network and the Best Value Groups that are soon to begin 
new rounds of meetings. 
 
Best wishes and please stay safe. 
 
The NPAG Team 

Delegate Feedback from our last Waste 
& Sustainability Conference: 
“The event provided a wealth of 
knowledge from a range of sectors 
within Healthcare waste including    
ample time for networking during the 
event.”  
Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust 
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NPAG Best Value Groups— The Facilitator’s role 

www.npag.org.uk 

Continuing our look at our NPAG national Best Value Groups and Networks, this month we focus on 
the role of the Facilitator.   
  

NPAG Facilitators are normally associates or business partners of NPAG, selected because of their particular 
knowledge and experience. 
  
It is a ’hands on role’ providing facilitation at meetings, consultancy and research support to the BVGs to which 
they are assigned.  

Key duties are:

New round starting: 

Support NPAG in marketing the group and its activities including providing key marketing messages, hot   topics for 
the forthcoming round, member testimonials, forthcoming meeting dates and preferred locations and previous 
round’s successes, achievements and advise on target audience. 
Support group membership and encourage membership renewals. 
Secure agreement at the first meeting of each round to the open sharing between members of all contact details 
and agree the handling of sensitive data (GDPR). 

  

For each meeting: 

Source and invite speakers and potential meeting sponsors - where appropriate. 
Prepare the meeting Agenda and work with the Coordinator to ensure all necessary arrangements are made for 
the meeting. 
Provide a written record of the meeting in the form of Minutes including Action Notes. 
Progress chase actions. 
Support BVG benchmarking exercises and produce summary benchmarking data. 

  

Ongoing work: 

Support members between meetings. 
Support NPAG in identifying potential event opportunities and consultancy assignments. 
Make contributions towards NPAG News content about the work of the relevant groups. 
Introduce new ideas where appropriate and help to promote the BVG and NPAG more widely. 
Produce the group ’s  Annual Report material (a synopsis of the year) and plans for the next round. 

  

Change, Coordination and Making Connections: 

Over the last year Facilitators, along with all NPAG staff, have had to adapt to a much-changed world.  This         

process continues as we plan a very gradual return to normality.  Many of our Facilitators cover more than one 

national network and are thus able to support NPAG in making connections across a number of related fields.  We 

regularly advertise here in NPAG News as new opportunities arise for Facilitators to join our committed group of 

Associates. 
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Helping our Members - NPAG Network  

www.npag.org.uk 

The NPAG Network supports all NPAG Best Value Group and      
Network members. 
 
The service was developed by NPAG, recognising the need for a 
forum for healthcare providers to ask questions, request             
assistance and  information, share documents, and get               
professional and practical advice from their peers throughout the 
UK,  saving time and money in not re-inventing the wheel.  
 
Members of the NPAG’s Best Value and National Networking 
Groups form the nucleus of the Network – providing over 600   
contacts throughout the UK.  Evidence shows that they are all 
keen to share their experiences. 
 
Each month we provide a small sample of recent requests from across the groups. This month there were so 
many—hopefully we have captured an interesting cross-section for you. 
 
“With regard to pressure ulcer development – what criteria does your organisation use to determine whether it 
is attributable to community nursing, e.g. those patients who are seen infrequently (urinary catheters, B12) or 
those who are in 24 hour care in a care home (not nursing)?” 
National District Nurse Network Member 
 

“We are looking at improvements to our route planning system and would welcome any feedback from           
colleagues who have used packages to assist with their logistics route planning. Many thanks” 
NHS Transport & Logistics BPG Member 
 

“Does anyone have an Electrical Safety Group set up and are able to share the Terms of Reference if so?” 
Estates Member  
 

“The year old question. Are Trusts charging their staff at this point in time for parking due to Covid? Thanks 
(again!)?“ 
NHS Car Parking & Sustainable Transport Network Member  
 

“Does anyone within the group have a Car Parking Policy they will like to share?” 
Facilities South Member 
 

“Does anyone has anaesthetic machine with passive scavenging? If so which company do you use to purchase 
the absorbers from and how do you know when is time to replace the absorber?” 
Clinical Engineering South Member  
 

“Would I be able to ask the gang if they have any Multitone IMessage User Acceptance Test sheets I could     
borrow? The one they have supplied is overly simple!” 
Telecoms Member 
 

If you don’t currently use the service, please do so.  You will not be disappointed! Please send your NPAG Network 
requests to: E: npagnetwork@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
 
(Please note: You need to be an NPAG member to submit an enquiry). 

mailto:%20npagnetwork@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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Why Attend?  
On Thursday 29th April, we will be delivering our      
second Waste and Sustainability Conference. This year 
our conference is delivered with support from NHS   
England & NHS Improvement. The conference theme is 
‘A Net Zero NHS’ – linked of course to the  ‘For a 
Greener NHS’ initiative. 
 

The health and care system in England is responsible 
for an estimated 4-5% of the country’s carbon         
footprint so has a major role to play in supporting this. 
The NHS has therefore committed to reaching Net   
Zero as soon as possible, requiring the support of all 
1.3    million NHS employees. 
 

The UK was the first major economy in the world to 
pass a law to end its contribution to climate change. 
This means that the UK will aim to balance any       
emissions generated through emission cutting or      
removal efforts – so called ‘Net Zero’. 
 

Given the importance of the NHS in our national life, 
how quickly the NHS can advance to Net Zero will 
affect how quickly the country as a whole succeeds. 
This is a one day conference aimed at NHS  Managers 
and Leads in Waste Management and Sustainability.  
 

The NPAG Virtual Conference Guarantee 
This is the safest way for us to deliver this important           
conference to you. The experience we will be offering 
will provide you with ample networking time with your 
peers, the presenters and exhibitors. Presentations will 
offer plenty of opportunity for Q&A and engagement 
can still take place once the conference is over.          
The programme has been managed to ensure sufficient 
break times which you can use to step away from your 
screen or schedule meetings with fellow attendees.    
All attendees will receive a CPD certificate.  

The Programme 
The Programme this year will be packed with current 
and informative sessions on how the NHS is pursuing 
the Net Carbon Zero agenda. 
 

The conference will be chaired by NPAG’s Dale Atkins, 
Business Associate, and Fiona Daly, National               
Sustainability & EFM Workforce Lead, NHS England & 
NHS Improvement. Fiona will also be presenting             
A Zero Net NHS - the National Perspective. 
 

We are  honoured to announce the following              
presentations on the agenda: 

• Being an NPAG Member, Dave Tucker, Waste     
Management BVG Chair  

• Designing sustainability and environmental     
breakdown resilience into digital health services, 
Ben Tongue, Sustainability Manager – Improvement 
Team, NHS Digital  

• Journey to Net Zero Carbon – opportunities and 
challenges in an Acute Trust’, Claire Igoe, Joint Chair 
of NPAG Sustainability Group, Head of Environmen-
tal Sustainability, Manchester University Hospital 
NHS Foundation Trust  

• The Strategy of Doing Stuff, Heidi Barnard, Group 
Head of Sustainability, Northern Care Alliance NHS 
Group  

• Introduction to Healthcare Plastics Recycling     
Council, Rob Massey, Amcor & Steven Meun, HPRC  

• Road to Zero for Fleets / Ambulances, Alex Percival, 
Environmental & Sustainability Manager, Yorkshire 
Ambulance Service NHS Trust  

• Re-use and recycling opportunities for plastics in 
the NHS, Mick Claes, Senior Consultant  AXION  - 
Circular Economy Specialists  

• Decarbonising Building and Energy Supply for      
Carbon Net Zero, Joe Ernst-Herman, Dep. Dir.        
Decarbonisation & Konrad Hutchins Commercial 
Specialist, Technology Pillar and Darren Moore,   Ass. 
Commercial Specialist, Buildings Pillar, Crown      
Commercial Services.  

 

Interested?  
This is a one-day virtual conference in association with 
ReAttendance, taking place on Thursday 29th April 
2021. Please contact us  for  further details:                                                     
e: info@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk   

Note: The virtual platform is  compatible with Chrome 
or Microsoft Edge only.     

 

Delegate Feedback: 
“As a new individual to waste management in the 
NHS I found the day very useful and informative 
with excellent speakers.”  
Robert Jones and Angus Hunt Orthopaedic Hospital 
 

“The event provided a wealth of knowledge from a 
range of sectors within Healthcare waste including 
ample time for networking during the event.”  
Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust 

NPAG News 
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Waste and Sustainability Virtual Conference  
A Net Zero NHS, 29th April 2021 
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Waste and Sustainability Virtual Conference  
A Net Zero NHS,  - Our Valued Sponsors 
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CCS—How we can help: https://www.crowncommercial.gov.uk/buy-and-supply/making-responsible-decisions/?
utm_source=event&utm_medium=virtual%20&utm_campaign=npag21&utm_content=advert 

Get in touch with CCS:  https://update.crowncommercial.gov.uk/campaign/mc-gdpr-npag21.html  

https://www.crowncommercial.gov.uk/buy-and-supply/making-responsible-decisions/?utm_source=event&utm_medium=virtual%20&utm_campaign=npag21&utm_content=advert
https://www.crowncommercial.gov.uk/buy-and-supply/making-responsible-decisions/?utm_source=event&utm_medium=virtual%20&utm_campaign=npag21&utm_content=advert
https://update.crowncommercial.gov.uk/campaign/mc-gdpr-npag21.html
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The importance of Operating Theatres management in the NHS has never been greater and so therefore the role of 
the NPAG Operating Theatres group, provides support to those who play a lead role.   
 

This is a well-established and very well-respected group which continually develops year on year. Members are      
leaders in their field with extensive knowledge, experience, and drive; always pursuing the highest standards and 
find the meetings informative, informal, open, and transparent. Issues covered are current and varied, such as     
patient safety, staffing structures and theatre efficiencies, always pursuing continuous improvement. 
 

“NPAG for Theatre managers is critical in regards to National communication. Discussing topics such as CIP, Roles 
and Responsibilities and Safer Surgery to name a few ensures that best practice due to Human Factors is passed 
on to all as to avoid repetition. The most crucial part of NPAG for me is knowing we are not alone, all of my     
colleagues are experiencing the same operational stresses daily, it’s just how we deal with them.” 2020 Member, 
Deputy General Manager, Theatre Lead University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHSFT 
 

“I find the NPAG meetings a valuable resource. There is great sharing of good practice, incidents and learning 
from each other. I find it reassuring that whether you manage 4 or 44 theatres, there is always someone there to 
offer advice and it feels less isolating for me.” 2020 Member, Theatre Manager, MCMI, States of Guernsey 
 

One of the major benefits of joining the Operating Theatres BVG is that it is a national group with members      
coming from across the country – thereby offering a greater range of sharing and learning. The NHS Operating 
Theatres agenda is large and complex. To help address some of the challenges the following are just a few of the 
topics that the group aims to cover: 

 

• Corrective actions arising from audits  

• WHO Checklists / Audits 

• Governance  

• Theatre Efficiencies 

• CIPs 

• Audits 

• Safer Surgery / Patient Safety 

• Theatre Staffing – including JDs 

• Benchmarking  

• Never Events 

In addition to the above, each meeting has a ‘Hot Topics’ slot where members can raise current issues that are of 
concern to them or that they need help and advice with. This slot has been particularly beneficial during the COVID-
19 period with members gaining great support from colleagues in these very challenging times. We also have 
‘Sharing Good Practice’ slots along with ‘External/Commercial Presentation’ slots – including ongoing links with 
NHS England and NHS Improvement. 

There will be 4 meetings in the 2021-22 round. Meetings will take place on both MS Teams and Face2Face. The 
first meeting of the new round will take place on Wednesday 19th May 2021 via MS Teams. 
 

Interested?  
Please contact Marie Cherry for further details:  e: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk   
Try Before You Buy places are available, please contact Marie for information.  

Why join? Our Chair says: 
“As the chair of the Operating Theatres BVG it has helped me grow as a leader and a productive theatre       
manager. I have made many contacts and peers. Sharing governance and quality has been so supportive to all 
members. We have together supported robust CIP challenges and even a league table for a bit of competition. 
Each series gives me and the team a better understanding to make changes in this changing NHS and make   
theatres most cost efficient. It would be great to have some new members to share their experience with us.”   
Head of Theatres Services Surgery, Women's and Children’s Division, Warrington and Halton Hospitals NHS FT 

NPAG News 

www.npag.org.uk 

Operating Theatres Best Value Group 2021-22 
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• Bank Agreements & Staff Contracts 

• Resource Benchmarking 

• Bank v Agency Staff 

• Appraisals & Induction 

• Recruitment & Retention 

• Agency Negotiations 

• Employment Law & Policies 

• Training 

• Job Descriptions 

• Bank Admin Staffing & Structures 

• Electronic Rostering 

• Competencies 
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Why join? Our Chair says: 

“It is obvious that there is a clear need for a 
group such as the NPAG Best Value Group for 
Nursing and  Temporary Staffing and it is one 
that I am very keen to promote. This group 
will continue to help and support its members 
in rising to the ongoing challenges of working 
within this field and will help to ensure that 
services, particularly those associated with 
temporary staffing, are delivered to the    
highest standard.” 

Interested?  
Join us for the first of 4 meetings on Thursday 10th 

June 2021 via Microsoft Teams. 

 

Try Before You Buy places are available.  

Please contact Marie Cherry for further details or 

complete the attached Registration Form to secure 

your place: e: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 

 

www.npag.org.uk 

NPAG News 

Nursing & Temporary Staffing BVG 2021-22 

This is an excellent group to be part of and has been 
meeting now for several years. The group regularly 
attracts new members but also maintains a solid base 
of long-standing members. 
 

The aim of this group is to enable like-minded NHS 
managers to come together to share knowledge, share 
ideas, solve problems, discuss items of national inter-
est, address resource related issues and to generally 
support each other in what can be a very challenging 
area.  
 

Members coming from acute, community, mental 
health and specialist trusts across the country and also 
has     representation from Northern Ireland. 
 

“I have been a member of NPAG Nursing & Temporary 
staffing Group for 10 years now, I have found this   
forum valuable in sharing good practice & gaining 
new ideas and have formed some close working rela-
tionships. The group invites some excellent guest 
speakers who are keen to share their knowledge and 
listen to our challenges. Anyone working in temporary 
staffing would benefit from the great work this group 
does collaboratively.” Member Testimonial 
 

Meetings are held 4 times a year – the first being on 
Thursday 10 June 2021. The meetings will be held in 
both   virtual and face-to-face formats with a slightly 
greater focus on the former.  In addition to the actual 
meetings, however, members also benefit from the 
significant amount of networking that takes place be-
tween meetings – including the ‘Inter Meeting Emails 
Discussion’ facility where members can ask questions 
across the group and often receive answers the same 
day. 
 

As we move in to 2021 the group will continue to: 
 
• Further develop relationships with national      

agencies including: NHS England + Improvement, 
NHS Employers, NHS   Counter Fraud Authority and 
the Department of Health and Social Care  

 
• act as a reference / collaborative steering group 

for these organisations supporting for example the 
DHSC Temporary Staffing Strategy Team 

 
• allow members to openly discuss any item of     

concern via the regular ‘Hot Topics’ agenda. 

mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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Our Vision 
 

To support the on-going and consistent development of children, young people and family services through the 
identification and sharing of innovative practice and working with appropriate professional bodies to shape     
quality service delivery.  
 

Our Terms of Reference 
 

To support the achievement of consistently improved performance and value for money by: 
 

• Sharing information including: clinical and working practices, organisational developments, partnership work-
ing with external bodies/partners 

• Advising relevant national organisations and professional bodies through the partnership pathways of gaps 
within Health Visiting, School Nursing and the wider delivery of public health and care to influence research 
and development 

• Seeking to understand the original vision or intention behind government policy or guidance and disseminate 
this through the members organisations  

• Interpreting new ideas regarding practice for fellow professionals 
• Developing, nurturing and maintaining relationships with relevant advisory and professional groups for     

example: Community Practitioner and Health Visitor Association, School and Public Health Nurses                
Association, Institute of Health Visiting, Department Of Health, Public Health England, NHS England 

• Responding to and taking part in national and regional consultations 
 

Our Joint Chairs Say: 

“Whether you are new to the group or a longer-standing member, as Chairs we agree that we have developed 
really strong, positive and professional relationships with senior colleagues nationally. We have a common  
purpose, in that we are all passionate about improving the health needs of children and families and are keen 
to share best practice and evidence by our workforce.  
 

Being part of the HV and SHN network provides the opportunity to network with other professionals nationally 
that lead our HV and SHN vital services to support children, young people and families. The group enables     
opportunities to share from one another and support shaping service delivery fit for the future. The national 
leaders and speakers are invaluable and enable raising issues to support discussions for solution focused        
decision making. 
 

The group also provides the opportunity to raise professional issues affecting the workforce and we have      
access to national leaders and key note speakers such as Wendy Nicholson, which provides the group with an 
excellent platform to raise, discuss and support each other in dealing with the complex issues affecting all of 
our children's and family’s services.” 
 

Interested? 
 

The next meeting will be taking place on Microsoft Teams on 3 June 2021 when Wendy Nicholson from PHE and 
Members of her Team will be with us for the day.  
 

Please contact Laura Howe for membership details e: laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk      
Try Before You Buy places are available, please contact Laura for details. 

          

www.npag.org.uk Page 9 
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Health Visiting & School Health Services Network      

Join us in 2021 

mailto:laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
http://www.npag.org.uk/our-services/benchmarking-clubs-best-value-groups/offers-discounts/try-before-you-buy/
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What’s hot for the coming months  
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Contact Us  

e: npagnews@npag.eastamb.nhs uk  

 

East of England Ambulance Service 

NHS Trust 

Chelmsford Office, Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Essex 

CM1 7WS 

National Networking Group Meetings 

April 

• NHS Transport & Logistics 

• NHS Car Parking & Sustainable 

Transport 

• Decontamination 

• National District Nurses 

• Violence Reduction & Security    

Management 

• Clinical Engineering North 

• Clinical Engineering South 

• Facilities North 

• Facilities South 

 

Workshops  & Events 
 

Clinical Professional Development 
for Occupational Health Nurses 
 

Human Factor Onsite Training 
 

Introduction to Resilience in the 
NHS, Onsite Training  Workshop 
 

Putting the Patient First Onsite 
Training Workshops 
  

Equality and Diversity Onsite  
Training Workshops 
 

Assertiveness & Self-Management 
Training Workshops 
 

For details of the above please   
contact Marie Cherry 

 

Conference Dates 
 

Waste and Sustainability   
Conference: 29th April 2021 
Virtual 
Register your interest with:     
Marie Cherry 
 
Clinical Engineering  
Conference:  14th September 
2021, Midlands  

Register your interest with:     

Marie Cherry 

 

 

 

 

Customised Healthcare Waste Management 
Vocational Qualification 

ICERMS has developed three distinct vocational qualifications in partnership with the Scottish Qualifications          
Authority and our own Waste Management BVG. These unique qualifications have been designed around the    
specific competencies required for the complex and demanding role of a healthcare waste manager. 
 

Each qualification is mapped to the UK and EU Qualification Frameworks. The qualification units are each drawn 
from an overarching healthcare waste management suite of vocational education units and each qualification 
pathway reflects one of three key roles in the healthcare waste management sector:  
 

1. Healthcare Waste Manager at a Healthcare Facility (15 Mandatory and 5 Optional Units)  
2. Healthcare Waste Manager at a Healthcare Waste Treatment Facility (9 Mandatory and 6 Optional Units)  
3. Healthcare Waste Manager at Healthcare Waste Transport Operations (9 Mandatory and 3 Optional Units)  

 

Interested? For further information about this bespoke qualification and the assessment process please contact:  
E: scott@icerms.com or E: marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk.  

https://mobile.twitter.com/npaguk
http://www.npag.org.uk/
mailto:npagnews@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:scott@icerms.com
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk

